Student nurses return from Thailand service

Two Loma Linda University nursing students have returned to Loma Linda, Calif., from mission service in Thailand. They were Misses Linda Truitt, SN’70, and Margaret Gardner, SN’70, who have completed 12 months of service in the hospital on an island off the southern coast of Thailand.

The two girls worked as members of the hospital’s nursing staff, assisting with infant delivery, surgery, and anything they were assigned by the supervisor. At times they conducted their own language school for the staff of the hospital.

Learning the Thai language was one of the most difficult challenges for Miss Gardner, Miss Truitt, Dr. Dowswell reports that the betatron, a high-energy, high-intensity machine used for tumor therapy, will be operated under the direct supervision of a radiation therapist.

Dr. Dowswell reports that the betatron will not replace the cobalt unit. It is capable, however, of producing 50 times the energy of the cobalt unit. It can also utilize the electron beam for selective combinations of radiation therapy.

Continued on page 4

HEALTH J. TRUITT, SN’70, (left), watches classmate, Cheryl Gardner, SN’70, feed infant at Ridgeway Mission Hospital, Thailand.

Continued on page 5

Registration sets record; classes commence today

A new attendance high was set this year as nearly 3,100 students enrolled in Loma Linda University, according to Donald E. Lev, PhD, registrar.

Registration ended yesterday. Students began attending classes for all eight schools today.

Approximately 1,800 students enrolled in the School of Arts and Sciences and the School of Education on the Loma Linda campus. Over 1,300 were registered in the various schools on the Loma Linda campus.

Three hundred eighty-nine students enrolled in the School of Medicine, 238 in the School of Dentistry, and 505 in the School of Nursing.

Nearly 150 students have registered in the School of Health Related Professions, 173 in the Graduate School, and 73 in the School of Public Health.

Loma Linda University offers degrees in the various professional and liberal arts schools, including the associate in science, bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, master of arts, and doctor of philosophy.

Psychologist says behavior affects emotional feelings

Although much emphasis has been given by professional people to the affect of emotions on behavior, little if any study has been given to the more important affect of behavior on emotions, according to a Los Angeles clinical psychologist.

Speaking to an assembly of seventh-day Adventist high school teachers and principals at Loma Linda University, Riverside, Richard C. Nies, PhD, declared that a new rationale for mental theory and practice is needed.

"Mental illness is, in a medical sense, often a myth," said the doctor. "The rationale used by most psychiatrists today that unacceptable behavior is the result of emotional trauma or strains in the patient the basic elements necessary for him to cope with his problems. To call a person mentally 'sick' and treat him as a 'patient' keeps him from accepting responsibility for helping himself. He should realize that he must help himself if he is to live effectively.

Dr. Nies sighted experimental data in the support of his central thesis that while emotions influence behavior, behavior has a profound affect on one's emotional well being. "An increasing amount of research in the last decade," he said, "indicates that Freud got the cart before the horse.

"The rationale used by most psychiatrists today that unacceptable behavior is the result of emotional trauma or strains in the patient the basic elements necessary for him to cope with his problems. To call a person mentally 'sick' and treat him as a 'patient' keeps him from accepting responsibility for helping himself. He should realize that he must help himself if he is to live effectively.

Continued on page 4

THESE BIFRAN children are among the thousands who face starvation daily. Here, a woman distributes food provided by the Red Cross and the World Council of Churches.

Continued on page 4
Dean urges teachers to abandon shot-gun approach

William H. Meier, Ed.D., dean of the School of Education, urged Seventh-day Adventist teachers and principals in council to abandon the "shot-gun approach to education."

Dr. Meier, addressing delegates from Adventist secondary schools across the United States and Canada, said that teachers must find ways to meet individual needs of students.

"The most difficult question of all in education today," Dr. Meier said, "is how can we individualize instruction so that the student will move as far and as fast as possible."

"It is time," he added, "that we implement the theory which we have been talking about for so long in the field of education — to meet the student where he is."

Dr. Meier explained that although it is widely recognized among educators that "learning is an individual matter," teachers have "locked steps and become textbook-bound" to the extent that they continue to teach by using mass techniques.

South Pacific film leads off

1967-70 artist-lecture series

"Pacific Adventures" is the first of the Los Angeles University Artist and Lecture Series presented by cinematographer Dwight Long.

The new, color-film lecture, released at 8:30 p.m. on the night, September 30, in Gentry Gymnasium, was filmed in three phases.

The first part of the film begins near the end of Dr. Long's four-year circumnavigation of the world in his 32-foot ketch, Idle Hour, as he searches for buried treasure on Cocos Island, a Pacific Island, and explores the mysteries of the Galapagos archipelago, a group of Pacific Islands.

The second phase takes place during World War II. Mr. Long served aboard a United States aircraft carrier for part of the war. Newly released films of action by United States submarines. He will show never-before-seen footage filmed in color through the periscopes.

The peaceful, lush tropical isles in French Oceania in the South Pacific are the subjects of the film's third phase. Mr. Long takes viewers to places in Polynesia and the South Pacific.

Mr. Long is one of the most successful film makers in the documentary field. His picture, "Seven Seas on a Shoestring," was awarded the Pacific Film Award. He has also written a book, Seven Seas on a Shoestring.

Students will be admitted free upon presentation of a University identification card. Season tickets for community and faculty are $1 per person and $2 for members of students' families. Individual tickets will be available at the door for $1 per person. Season tickets may be purchased at the office of the vice president for student affairs.

Revolution toward truth

Radicalism, reaction, rebellion: these are the three R's of education being taught today by an ever-growing number of young adults who believe, as did the German philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche, that "The world is beautiful, but has a disease called Man."

They preach their gospel of change to whomever will listen. To those who won't, they manifest the very contempt they accuse their antagonists of conceiving. They reject any opinion contrary to their own, judging it not by merit but by the prejudice they often deem so distasteful in others. Despite their minority, they have been credited with the undoing of colleges and United States presidents alike, all in the name of progress.

Countless "visionaries" who have been unforged to exhibit their zeal and trust in a supreme deed have enhanced the world and the lives of its inhabitants.

To those who seek to revolutionize for the sake of revolution are as guilty of illogical reasoning as are their counterparts in the so-called Establishment who still cling to outmoded dogmas and selfish prejudices as though they epitomized all that is good and pure.

At present neither side possesses total verity. There must be dialogue to bridge the gap between revolution and stagnation — and the substance of that dialogue must be truth. With all the problems in the world, we cannot afford to reject any idea that might better mankind. We must not fear to expose a thousand lies in search of one true truth, but the truth must be discovered by those who seek revolution, and by members of the Establishment working together, in civilized and constructive conversation.

As men grow older, revolution becomes less appealing. The world they once sought to destroy is transformed into a sanctuary in their aging years. As T.E. Lawrence once wrote:

"We lived many lives in those whirring campaigns, never sparing ourselves any good or evil; yet when we had achieved, and the new world dawned, the old men came out again, and took from us our victory and remade it in the likeness of the former world they knew.

"Youth could win, but had not learned to keep, and was pitifully weak against age. We stammered that we had worked for a new heaven and a new earth, and they thanked us kindly, and made their peace.

"When we are their age, no doubt we shall serve our children so..."

I have enclosed $5.00 for copies of all issues of SCOPE to be issued this school year.
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Dwight Long possesses a giant iguana lizard on the beach at South Pacific Island. The picture, "Pacific Adventures," is the first program in the University Artist and Lecture Series. The film will begin at 8:30 p.m., Saturday, September 20, in Gentry Gymnasium. Tickets will be available at the door.
Registration is . . .

ASKING TWO seniors where registration begins.

WAITING IN the wrong line for two hours.

MEETING your new roommate.

DISCOVERING you're 8 cents short.

ACHING FEET and acute writers cramp

MOVING a step closer to your dream.
Last year 3 million people gave us blood. But we didn't keep it.
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self-inflicted, said Charles B. Hirsch, EdD, world director of Seventh-day Adventist schools, in a convention of Adventist high school teachers meeting on the La Jolla campus.

"Many administrators and teachers," said Dr. Hirsch, "have themselves planted disruptive seeds in the minds of students. They sawcrop the seed they have sown in disinterest and discontent. To initiate thought processes may have been initiated to stimulate critical thinking, but the result has made itself quite evident in today's youth rebellion."

Dr. Hirsch listed other factors that have led to distrust and the ceded standards of behavior among adults, discrepancy of national issues such as war, Vietnam, racial disharmony, and widespread breaches student morality.

In discussing solutions, Dr. Hirsch repeated the "do nothing approach. "Definition is no answer," he said. "Neither is the too common "wet blanket" syn-
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Income Property: 3 units, duplex and house. University Avenue. Good income. Good condition. $20,000. Minimum down and weekly will carry papers.
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David J. Bieber, University president, Friday, September 12.

LA SIERRA CHURCH, LS - Vespers.

Saturday, September 13

UNIVERSITY CHURCH, LL - Hour "Some of Life's Ultimatums" 8 a.m., worship, David Osborne, La Sierra.

CAMPUS HILL CHURCH, LL - Hour of worship, Kenneth H. Livesay, secretary campus chaplain, "Cash or Change?" 11 a.m.

Southeastern California Conference of students: 8 p.m.

LA SIERRA CHURCH, LS - Hour of organizing reception for Loma Linda campus students: 8 p.m.

TUSTIN BUILDING, LL - Internationcal Students Organization annual meeting: 10:25 a.m.

Women's Campus Pac:
- "My Own" Hygenic Towlette
- Control Hair Conditioner
- Scripto Marking Pen
- Plus Valuable Coupons
- Dial Soap
- Scripto Memo II Pen

Men's Campus Pac:
- Man Power Deodorant
- Adorn Hair Spray
- * * * *

Monday, September 15

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL, LL - Obstetrics and gynecology Grand Rounds: 8 a.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH, LL - Convocation, David J. Bieber, University president, speaking: 8:10 a.m.

CAMPUS CHAPEL, LL - Midweek service, M. Mershon speaking: 7 p.m.

SIERRA VISTA CHAPEL, LS - Positive Worship: 8 p.m.

LOBBY LEVEL AMPHITHEATRE, LL - Student-Nurse Council annual meeting: 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, September 18

"Our Amazing Universe": 7:30 p.m.

Classes in personal evangelism for members of the local churches, we have, conducting Bible studies. Many other churches, we have, have joined in this program. Without waiting for a formal program to be organized, the need for a broad reassessment of Adventist motivations and objectives. Assistant dean of students, Don L. Bauer opened the discussion of the council is to consider the following areas of the university's educational mission: the purpose of the council is to serve in the best interest of the university community, employees, and students, and to provide a forum for the expression of ideas. The council represents over 3,500 alumni who completed the 1969 Summer Institute in Educational Fund Raising and Development at the California Adventist College. The Travelers Safety Auxiliary, officers are planning a "Get Acquainted" party for Sunday night University Campus Fellowship Hall, Loma Linda. The party, featuring a spaghetti dinner, will be taken for the personal evangelism was a part of the annual meeting of the Council of Educational Development Officers organized alumni support behind the national institute of church growth, over 3,500 alumni of the university are being offered by the university. The council is to serve in the best interest of the university's educational mission. The council is to serve in the best interest of the university's educational mission. The council is to serve in the best interest of the university's educational mission.
NUTRITION PROFESSOR REPRESENTS UNIVERSITY

Loma Linda University was represented at the Fifth International Congress sponsored by the American Dietetic Association in Washington, D.C., this week, by Idoren K. Zolber, PhD, associate professor of nutrition.

BOOK TALK

Continued from page 2

Prior to the congress, Dr. Zolber presented a paper entitled, "Application of Computer-aided Systems for Seventh-day Adventist Food Service," to the 15th annual meeting of the Seventh-day Adventist Diets Association held at Columbia University College, Takoma Park, Maryland. Dr. Zolber has been attending nutrition conferences throughout the nation this summer. She has presented papers at the American Dietetic Association's annual meeting in Chicago, Illinois; the Computer Assisted Food Service Management Conference at the University of Illinois, Illinois; and the General Conference on Management of Dietetics Meetings in Hot Springs, Arkansas.

Because everyone possesses a personality and an adult, his health depends upon their proper relationship. Ideally, the adult takes data from the parent and the child as well as from reality and comes up with a decision.

Transitional studies reveal the interrelations in each individual. A normal person can use each phase of his personality structure at the proper time, transitional analysis disproves the archetypal woman's past drawing upon it only to justify the understanding of the nature of the parent, adult and child. The language which both patient and therapist can understand is a group method for achieving personality integration.

Dr. Harris' book is a most welcome addition to the field of counseling, a theory of application of a theory of personality which was needed at a time when growing numbers of persons are experiencing psychiatric diseases. It seems to us a group method as well as a group undertaking.

This outstanding book applies the insights and power as child rearing, violence, business, marriage, adolescence, etc., in the study of a memory in the management of personality and disorders.

Your memory is like a muscle. Your memory is like a muscle.

Here are some time-proven suggestions for keeping your memory in good shape: 1) Intend to remember; 2) Take care of your brain; 3) Keep your brain in good shape; 1) Intend to remember; 2) Take care of your brain; 3) Keep your brain in good shape. A balanced baseball has no trouble remembering. Naturally, vague or illogical things are difficult to remember. Here are some time-proven suggestions for keeping your memory in good shape: 1) Intend to remember; 2) Take care of your brain; 3) Keep your brain in good shape.

Your memory is like a muscle. Your memory is like a muscle.

Here are some time-proven suggestions for keeping your memory in good shape: 1) Intend to remember; 2) Take care of your brain; 3) Keep your brain in good shape. A balanced baseball has no trouble remembering. Naturally, vague or illogical things are difficult to remember. Here are some time-proven suggestions for keeping your memory in good shape: 1) Intend to remember; 2) Take care of your brain; 3) Keep your brain in good shape.
CANDYSTRIPERS pose for picture before luncheon honoring them for their service to University Hospital. They are (left to right, rear): Lena Hemminghouse, Cindy Williams, Joyce Juhl, Delores Hopkins, Rachel Wilder, Debbie Paxton, Mrs. Dorothy Beem, director of the volunteer service league; Faye Ratzloff, Kathy Henderson, Debby Sikhack, Toni Trujillo, Donna French, Laura Geiger, and Cheryl Crook. Seated, left to right, are Terry Mafield, Virginia Hart, Wendy Smith, Susan Guhl, Stella Aldama, and Terri Carney.

QUALITY FOODS SINCE 1906

Class in physical fitness education will be offered

The School of Public Health is offering a first semester course in Physical Fitness Education beginning Sunday, September 14. Two hours of either grade or undergraduate credit is available for the course which will meet once a week from 2:10-4 p.m. in classroom A of Nichols Hall.

Each week a different lecture will deal with its speciality. A lecture on the role fitness plays off the track would be followed by studies of the heart, nervous, pulmonary, muscular, and skeletal systems.

Other classes will deal with heart and exercise, calories and weight control, regulation of body temperature, and exercise for the aged.

Persons interested in taking the course may register at the session.

How about visiting the Kingdom of Swat in the summer of 1970?

Would you like to drive privately over the Khyber Pass from Pakistan's capital, Rawalpindi, to Kabul, capital of Afghanistan?

It would be a real fun experience, wouldn't it, to put it up for a few days in a houseboat in the Vale of Kashmir.

Do such words as Darjeeling, Sikkim, Potala, Karachi evoke a yearning to see "faraway places with strange sounds and names?"

How about Borneo? Many times have you been to Saigon, Brasilia, and Sarawak?

You may have been to Bangkok, but how about Chiang Mai?

Hermonbula Tumbeau! Would you like to drop in on his home town, failed marooned, with its glorious like orange dam?

Tezkak, Infibna, the Porsche all, beauty and history in Persia. Have you seen to four cities recently?

The pure white Taj Mahal and Jaipur, India's "city," as well as Base on the Holy Ganges. As natives are exotic but will never know how much until you actually see.

Your eyes may have layed on California's red and famous light that have your wealth of Lehman And the Danes By - the Bangor, and Tumbeau?

Perhaps you once preferred the charm of Constantinople, but have been out in Asia Minor, to Turkey's capital, Ankara, or to Iznik and Ephesus, Pergamum, Bursa?

Starting the last week in June, 1970, Alonzo L. Baker, PhD, professor of plant science at Loma Linda University, will conduct a round-the-world tour touching many places even tourists have missed. Baker has traveled the world for 30 years. He knows his way around.

For detailed itinerary address a postal card or letter to ALONZO BAKER, PhD Loma Linda University Riverside, California 92505 A North American food spread as easy as saying "Bread" - Or Veggiburger can be fun. For a tasty sandwich spread, try Nuten on your bread. Loma Linda Foods are right. For good eating day or night.

Take a nibble or a bite --

You'll find them to your heart's delight. A juicy Linkett on a bun --

QUALITY FOODS SINCE 1906 YOUR DENOMINATIONALLY OWNED FOOD COMPANY